
As Suspected, A new Hacker already Offering All of Hillary emails for $500K. 
More hackers expected.

At least two hackers have now been ID’d as having scoured Hillary’s private 
email system. The first was named Guccifer, who was also one of the first to 
publicize the existence of the servers. Guccifer is said to have passed the 
address on to other hackers. 
Now, another hacker has come to RADAR Online with the claim of having all 
32,000 Hillary emails and the knowledge that many of those emails will destroy 
her. The second hacker has yet to provide screen shots of full emails, to RADAR 
ONLINE, to confirm their authenticity, but he has provided email headers which 
seem to check out.
Few fully believe the second hacker, yet, until they see the screen images. Most, 
political reporters, though, knew this was coming. If this second hacker is not 
legit, the next one probably will be.
You see, old Guccifer was a bit of a narcissist. He loved to brag about his exploits
and to get other hackers to follow him.
He disclosed his hacks of Hillary, Bohemian Club and other notables quite a long 
time ago. At the time, the others were not front page news. The market value of 
the hack was lower back then.
Now, though, you have a Donald Trump billionaire who could easily drop the 
requested $500K for the email set. You have an all out war on Hillary, that even 
Obama supports, so the sources of funds could lead to a bid war.
Hacker sites like 4Chan and Dark Net blogs have had many other hackers 
claiming to have followed in Guccifer’s tracks.
Whether or not the RADAR ONLINE hacker is real, you can bet your bottom dollar
that another  hacker is out there who may have the actual payload.
If Hillary did nothing wrong. If Huma is not her lover. If Frank Guistra is not 
promised lithium mining contract kick-backs and if the Clinton Foundation is not 
getting federal cashed steered to it then there is no problem for Hillary.
The Chinese have ransacked all of the Washington federal servers and 
Congressional emails. Everyone thought they would be the first to offer ransom 
demands for incriminating emails about Boehner or Grahams sexuality, or 
Obama’s inside deals with Elon Musk. In reality, though, it looks like it will be 
some bored 16 year old gamer in Idaho, or the like, who busts open the political 
scandal of the century.
The FBI says there are over 3000 American teenage boys that play Call of Duty 
and then trade hacking stories of their latest data acquisitions with their online 
buddies, for most of their days.
So even if the RADAR ONLINE offer is a hoax, you still have 2,999 more little 
brats to go, and what are the odds that not a single one of them got the good 
stuff?




